
10 BENEFITS OF THE 
MITREFINCH CLOUD

1. Flexibility
Ideal for any company, allowing users to work
from anywhere in the world. Helping companies 
offer flexible working benefits to their employees.

4. Efficiency
If your company server goes down, don’t worry!
With the Mitrefinch Cloud, there is a reduced risk of 
system downtime, so you can still access and 
administrate your Mitrefinch System.

7. Adaptability
The Cloud allows you to scale the size of your
system with ease. So as your company grows, your 
Mitrefinch Cloud will grow with you.

2. Reliability
With a managed service platform, the Mitrefinch
Cloud is more reliable and consistent than in-house 
IT Infrastructure. The Mitrefinch support team can 
quickly resolve issues without the need for 
arranging a support or engineer visit.

5. Security
Every company needs a robust disaster recovery
procedure and Mitrefinch take responsibility to 
secure, backup and fully protect your solution. 
Real time monitory is standard on all systems and 
covers:
• Anti-virus & anti-

malware
• Operating

system updates

• Server monitory
• Client reporting
• Application

metrics
• Next gen firewall

6. Cost Savings
With the Mitrefinch Cloud you no longer require
internal IT resources to administrate, manage or 
maintain the Mitrefinch Solution and Microsoft SQL 
Software on your servers. There are no hardware 
or software upkeep costs leaving you capital 
expenditure free with no invested IT Capital.  

3. Automatic Updates
All cloud servers are maintained on the latest
software versions. There is no need to update the 
system yourself or arrange a new upgrade, 
leaving you free to focus on tasks that are more 
important.

8. Friendly to the Environment
Not only does your company benefit from a cloud
solution, so does the environment! When your 
cloud needs increase and decrease, your server 
capacity will scale with it meaning you will only use 
the energy you need.

9. Strategic Value
With access to the latest Mitrefinch Software &
Hardware, you can ensure you have the latest 
technology and features for your company no 
matter your size, helping you to stay competitive in 
your industry.

10. Improved Collaboration
With your teams able to access, edit and
administrate the Mitrefinch System from anywhere
at anytime, having multiple sites is not a problem.
The Mitrefinch Cloud is perfect for helping improve
company wide collaboration and administration of
the Mitrefinch System.
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